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Curriculum Planning Form



Trains Matching Skills



Motor Imitation



Match identical trains



Imitate pulling motion for choo choo



Match identical pictures of train Match identical train tracks Pictures of train tracks Match road signs (train crossing, etc) Match objects to Pictures of trains (cartoon/real) Object to pictures in a book Build a structure and have them copy yours exactly Sort trains, tracks, etc. by attributes (size, color)



Imitate putting tracks together Imitate rolling train on tracks Imitate other actions with train (tap it on floor, make it fly, etc. if not working on the play skill itself) Imitate peer playing with trains Verbal imitation/Word Approximations/Signs Chugga Chugga Choo choo Train Tracks



Requesting Skills/Mands



Request Items: trains tracks Request Actions: make it go fast/slow my turn give me ___ can I have___ trains by attributes: (I want the red train) All done/Finished Request for items from peers
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Receptive Skills



Identify Trains, Tracks, Trains by attribute, Tracks by attribute, and parts of the train (“touch the red train” “give me the long track” “show me where the wheels are”) Receptive Instructions: push the train, give the train to Sally, put the train on __ (have multiple materials out for the student to work on such as putting the train on a yellow square) Identify the features (wheels, smoke stack, attributes) Identify by FFC



Labeling Skills/Tacts



Label objects Trains, Tracks, Trains by attribute Tracks by attribute



Label sounds Chugga Chugga Choo choo



Label actions Label peers as they are playing with the trains Going Moving fast Moving slow Label



Conversation Skills/Intraverbals



Intraverbal fill-ins: *Trains are a (Toy/vehicle/transportation) *The train is (attributes: red, big, etc) *The train says (choo-choo) *The train goes on the (tracks) WH Questions: Who drives a train? Who is your favorite train? (Thomas, etc) Have you been on a train? What does a train look like? What do trains drive on? Who is playing with the red train? FFC (has a caboose, runs on tracks, has a conductor/engineer, takes people places, says choochoo, is a toy, carries things, you can ride on it, is transportation)



Other Skills Including Behavior



*Waiting *Attending *Transitions *Colors *Counting toys *Reciprocal Play *Initiate interactions with peers
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attribute, Tracks by. attribute, and parts. of the train (â€œtouch. the red trainâ€� â€œgive. me the long trackâ€�. â€œshow me where the. wheels areâ€�). Receptive. Instructions:. 
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